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Clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential 
(CHIP)

Clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) 
is common among older individuals. CHIP is an expanded 
somatic blood-cell clone seen in people without other 
hematologic abnormalities. Preliminary data suggested 
an association between CHIP and atherosclerotic car-
diovascular disease.13 A subsequent Harvard-led study, 
confirmed this observation demonstrating a two-fold 
risk incrementin myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke 
in CHIP-carriers. Additionally, there was a close associa-
tion between premature atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
events and CHIP with a quadruple risk increase in patients 
younger than 50 years.14 Interestingly, certain groups have 
suggested that a low degree of chronic inflammation in 
patients with risk factors for atherosclerosis may promote 
somatic changes in hematopoietic cell lines and eventually 
CHIP.15, 16Among a large number of mutation-susceptible 
genes, Tet methylcytosine dioxygenase 2 (TET2) appears 
to be the most commonly affected one leading to CHIP. 
Indeed, TET2 mutations have been shown to promote 
clonal hematopoietic expansion and accelerate athero-
sclerosis in hyperlipidemic mice.17 In animal models, TET2 
deficient macrophages induced increased expression of 
the NLRP3 inflammasome and IL-1b which as previously 
described favor atherogenesis.18

Krüppel-like factors 

Endothelium in atherosusceptible regions is geneti-
cally different compared to that of atheroresistant sites. 
Krüppel-like factors(KLFs)are zinc-finger regulatory tran-
scription factors regulating genetic pathways that confer 
atheroresistant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-thrombotic 
features to vascular endothelial cells and monocytes/
macrophages.19-21 In vivo, dysregulation of the following 
KLF pathways has been shown to promote atherogen-
esis. Recent data have shown that KLFs (especially KFL2 
and KLF4) are crucial for shear stress- transcriptional 
activation of ITPR3. This novel mechanism contributes 

to the calcium-dependent eNOS (endothelial nitric oxide 
synthase) activation and endothelial homeostasis.22 KLF 
overexpression induces several other anti-inflammatory 
and antithrombotic factors such and thrombomodulin, 
while decreasing TNFα-induced VCAM-1, E-selection, and 
tissue factor expression19. KLFs bind to the promoter of 
the VE-cadherin gene in mature ECs and inducesvascular 
endothelial (VE) -cadherin transcription.23 KLFs also attach 
to three predicted KLF consensus binding sites in the Con-
nexin40 (Cx40) promoter. Importantly, both VE-cadherin 
and Cx40-mediated gap junctional communication are 
known to contribute to a healthy endothelium by propa-
gating anti-inflammatory signals between ECs.24

KLFs also protect against atheromatosis by regulat-
ing macrophage/monocyte polarization. Particularly, 
KLFs induce phenotypic shifts in monocytes from the 
pro-inflammatory M1 to the anti-inflammatory M2 type. 
Mechanistically, KLFs have been found to cooperate with 
STAT6 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 6) 
to promote quintessential M2 targets. On the other hand, 
inhibition of the M1 phenotype is achieved by inhibiting 
NF-kB transcriptional activity via sequestration of its criti-
cal coactivators such as p300 and P300/CBP-associated 
factor (PCAF).25

Pharmaceutical targeting of atheromatosis-
related inflammation

Table 1 summarizes all beneficial anti-inflammatory 
therapies, the studies in which these therapies have been 
investigated, and their clinical effectiveness. Table 2 lists 
agents which failed to show any clinical benefit.

Current off-target anti-inflammatory therapies

Statins 

Statins afford cardiovascular protection by reducing 
LDL levels through the inhibition of HMG-CoA (3-hydroxy-
3-methylglutaryl-Coenzyme A) reductase. That said, there 
is ample data suggesting that statins also decrease car-
diovascular inflammation. First, statins inhibit prenylated 

TABLE 1. Anti-inflammatory agents that provide significant cardiovascular risk reduction

Target Agent Trial Number of participants

IL-1b Canakinumab CANTOS 10,061

NLRP3 inflammasome Colchicine LoDoCo 532

NLRP3 inflammasome Colchicine COLCOT 4,745

NLRP3 inflammasome MCC950 Encouraging results in preclinical models

Abbreviations: IL-1b: interleukin 1b, NLRP3: nucleotide-binding domain (NOD)-like receptor protein 3, CANTOS: Canakinumab Anti-Inflammatory 
Thrombosis Outcomes trial, LoDoCo: Low Dose Colchine trial, COLCOT: Colchicine Cardiovascular Outcomes trial




